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Ondřej Vimr

despised and popular
Swedish Women Writers in Nineteenth-Century Czech
National and Gender Emancipation

The Czech translation, publishing, dissemination, reading and reception of popular Swedish female authors in the nineteenth century were
strongly linked to the Czech national movement and gender emancipation. Marie Sophie Schwartz and Emilie Flygare-Carlén were among
the most popular authors translated into Czech in the second half of
the century, while Fredrika Bremer was less translated but considerably
well known among readers in the Czech lands already by the 1840s.
However, their paths in the Czech literary, cultural and social landscape
are lined with paradoxes. Generally speaking, the debates on even some
of the most obscure writers of the time were often rather heated in the
Czech press in the latter half of the nineteenth century, but the literary
and aesthetic qualities of the novels by these Swedish female authors
were never thoroughly analysed in the same magazines and newspapers. Their popular novels became part of the Czech national movement discourse and the fictional characters were used as female models
by some in the female emancipation discussions. Yet, at the same time,
the names of Schwartz and Flygare-Carlén were progressively reduced
to labels for bad taste and useless literature authors. This fact alone
suggests that these authors and their works were well established in
the Czech lands – either from Czech translations or from sources in
languages other than Czech – and did not require any deeper introduction or analysis. What became more important in the discussions
was the fact and purpose of translation of these authors into Czech.
Did the Czech literature, culture, society and (female) readership need
a Czech translation of these authors while they were readily available
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in German? How did the translations contribute to the Czech language
and literature, the emancipation of the Czech nation, the enlightenment
of the Czech society, or education of Czech women? Used by numerous publishers for a variety of purposes, despised by many critics for
sentimentality and arguably popular among readers, these authors and
the translations of their works happened to follow the winding roads
of the Czech history for over 100 years, from the 1840s until the 1950s.
Here, I will mostly focus on the developments in the second half of
the nineteenth century. Against the backdrop of historical events, I
will focus on the publishing initiatives that translated Bremer, FlygareCarlén and Schwartz into Czech. As far as data allow, I will analyse
the context of the publishing projects, their goals, outcomes and critical reception. Firstly, I will briefly describe the key issues of the Czech
National Revival and the importance of translated literature for the
national movement. Secondly, I will concentrate on the first attempts to
popularise Scandinavian literature, especially that written by women,
among Czech readers. Thirdly, I will describe three major publishing
projects that involved Bremer, Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz. I will
analyse these authors’ position in the book market and in the Czech
literary system, the projects’ intended aims and successes. I will emphasise the topic of education and emancipation of women, as two of the
projects were closely linked to the discussions on social enlightenment
and the role of women. Fourthly, I will discuss the critical reception of
the authors, especially in the last third of the nineteenth century, as well
as the grounds for their popularity in the same period. Finally, I will
briefly describe the fates of these authors in Czech publishing, social
and political environment in the twentieth century.

1840s: fredrika bremer meets the czech
national revival
The first Swedish (and Scandinavian) female writer translated into
Czech was Fredrika Bremer. In 1843, her story Den ensamma (1830;
The Lonely) appeared in an almanac, or a collection of short literary
pieces in Czech, called Horník (The Miner) published in Kutná Hora, a
former silver-mining town.1 The almanac was an endeavour of a local
patriot who returned to Kutná Hora after several years as a teacher in
Prague. When he arrived in the town in 1841, he felt that the Czechlanguage literary scene there had a sound potential and decided to
make use of his numerous contacts with Prague-based writers and publish a series of charitable almanacs. Despite his social capital, finding
contributors proved challenging. In the end, it was only local writers
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who sent him their contributions, either in prose or in verse. It is not
known why he chose to include a story by Bremer, as it was the only
translation in the three almanacs he published. The suggestion might
have come from Jan Erazim Vocel (1803-1871), a renowned poet, archaeologist and historian native to Kutná Hora, who would go so far
as to learn Danish just to translate the medieval Danish folk song on
Dagmar of Bohemia, the Czech-born Danish queen.2 The idea might
also have come from Vocel’s wife, Jaroslava Litněnská,3 who allegedly
translated the story into Czech, although she was not active as a translator or writer elsewhere.
The fact that Bremer appeared in Czech translation in the almanac, a
collection of local literature and poetry in Czech, shows that she was a
known author in the Czech lands in the first half of the nineteenth century. As I will show below, she was a popular and relatively recognised
female author throughout the century, although her work was not
largely available in Czech. She was never published in any influential
Czech periodical, and only one volume of her oeuvre was ever published in Czech. In the 1840s, however, the important – usually Praguebased – periodicals and their publishers were still busy establishing
the Czech language as a viable all-purpose alternative to German and
they strove to avoid translations from German, which also included all
Scandinavian literature, which had regularly been translated via German until around 1890.
Following the Battle of White Mountain, an early stage of the
Thirty Years’ War in 1620, the Czech lands underwent a process of
Germanisation due to the policies of the Habsburg emperors. The
Czech language was abolished from state administration, journalism,
schools and literature and was reduced to the language of the peasantry, domestic servants and stable hands. During the late-eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, the Czechs underwent a National Revival,
a cultural movement to revive the Czech language, culture, literature,
society and national identity. While in the early decades of the National
Revival the Czech-language periodicals typically featured translations
of German popular literature, the 1820s saw a radical programmatic
shift towards original Czech production and translations from Slavic
literatures, notably Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian.4 This translation
strategy was supposed to enrich the Czech language with natural Slavic
vocabulary and phraseology as well as curtail the influence of German.
Although some editors in chief would include more German and French
literature at times, the overall trend of the period from the 1820s to the
1850s is apparent.5 In fact, it was the intricate Czech relationship to the
German-language culture and society that deeply influenced the Czech
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culture, literature and society, including the translation and reception
of popular Swedish female writers. The establishment and development
of the Czech-language cultural and social identity in the course of the
National Revival was to a certain extent based on breaking up with
the German culture and literature that was so deeply entrenched in the
Czech lands. Czech intellectuals were aiming to establish an independent Czech literary system in the first stage – the first half of the nineteenth century – and bring it on par with other European literatures in
the second half of the nineteenth century. While revivalists struggled to
bring ideas and concepts from non-German cultures, in fact programmatically constructing the Czech society, culture and literature as nonGerman, it was not possible to avoid the German social, cultural and
literary system as a natural source of information.

late 1850s and early 1860s: scandinavian
literatures in czech are taking off
From the 1850s until the 1880s, Scandinavian literature gradually
gained ground in Czech magazines, on the stage and in terms of booklength translations. Yet, the translations and news were unsystematic,
and numbers were rather low in comparison to other source literatures,
such as French, Polish and Russian. The only Scandinavian author to
get published repeatedly until the 1860s was the Danish writer Hans
Christian Andersen, a frequent visitor to Prague. The case of Fredrika
Bremer, however, shows that there was a wider and livelier Czech reception of Scandinavian literature in German translation. The Czech
intellectuals were perfectly bilingual – many spoke German better than
Czech – in the first half of the nineteenth century and had a good grasp
of what was happening in the literature outside the extremely limited Czech-language book and press industry. Therefore, Jan Neruda
(1834–1891), an influential Czech journalist and author, wrote enthusiastically and knowledgeably about the general developments in the
Scandinavian literatures when discussing the recent theatre pieces by
two prominent Norwegian authors in 1878:
In the Nordic literature, exemplarily and fascinatingly productive,
peculiar tectonic movements have been taking place: the whirl
of activity was first led by Danes, then by Swedes, and now by
Norwegians; Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson and Henrik Ibsen are currently
the leading Norwegian names, and the dispute over “who is greater” in their homeland is both interesting and nonsensical.6
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The shift towards more foreign literature, including Scandinavian, in
Czech-language periodicals and on the stages in the late 1850s and in
the 1860s coincided with a generational shift. Younger authors felt that
the Czech language and literature had a strong enough foothold and
that, in order to flourish and attract readership, it was necessary to
open the literature to foreign influences not merely based on linguistic
affinity but also on the quality and novelty of the translated production. In 1858, a brief analysis of the Scandinavian literature (Danish
and Swedish) appeared as part of an extensive study on the contemporary European novel written by Karel Sabina (1813–1877), author,
dramatist and critic.7 The article was published in Lumír (1851–1904),
an influential weekly focusing on contemporary literature, both Czech
and international, featuring translations from a number of literatures.
While Sabina mentions many authors in passing and most extensively
discusses the Swedish writer Carl Jonas Love Almqvist (translated into
Czech as late as 1965), he devotes two and a half paragraphs to Swedish
female writers: Fredrika Bremer, Emilie Flygare-Carlén and Sophie von
Knorring. He notes that Bremer is an internationally popular writer,
known for her Teckningar ut ur hvardagslifvet (1828–1840; Sketches of
Every-Day Life), stating that: “Bremer writes very well and amusingly,
and she has a poetic spirit, too; yet, the circle that her spirit is joyfully
moving inside is somewhat limited and does not surpass the ordinary.
There is no height or depth in her writing, yet she depicts everyday
life faithfully and vividly.”8 Flygare-Carlén was actually held in greater
esteem as she was deemed “much richer, both in terms of inventiveness
and imagery.”9 Also, she was very prolific –”as prolific as she is gifted”–
and the high number of works produced did not come at the expense of
quality since in each and every novel “her genius appears in a new and
fresh light.”10 Knorring was described as “prolific, gifted and popular”;
moreover, she exposed “her deep opinion on the social conditions.”11
However, Sabina’s analysis is not extensive; the Scandinavian literatures do not attract much attention in comparison to other larger European literatures, and they are on par with the Dutch literature. It is
hard to tell what his opinions were based on, yet the inclusion of these
authors proves an interest in this particular section of literature, and that
it was understood that Bremer and Flygare-Carlén could not be excluded from any comprehensive overview of the contemporary literature.12
The periodical that published Sabina’s article had three pillars: original
prose and poetry, translated prose and poetry, and news and essays on
culture and literature. Most of the translations in the 1850s were from
Slavic languages, English and French. It published several tales by Hans
Christian Andersen, the only Scandinavian author to be represented.
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In the 1860s, the most prominent publication to feature news about
and excerpts from the Scandinavian literatures was Česká včela (The
Czech Bee), the cultural supplement of the popular and influential
Květy (Flowers) periodical. It brought several short translations, namely Nowegian Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson’s poetry and prose as well as over
a dozen Danish folk songs. For the most part, however, Scandinavian
literature was mentioned in shorter descriptive and informative contributions. That is the case of an article on Fredrika Bremer, actually her
obituary, published in 1866, which stated among other things:
Besides Esaias Tegnér and the Danish writer Andersen, Fredrika
Bremer holds a prominent place in the Scandinavian literature.
With her extraordinary poetic excellence and a great understanding
of the human heart – especially the hearts of women – she managed
to surpass such famous authors and Henriette Hanke and Fanny
Tarnow.13
The author (probably Jan Neruda) details a rather long list of popular
novels by Bremer “translated into a number of European languages”14
– Grannarne (1837; The Neighbours), Strid och frid eller några scener
i Norge (1840; Strife and Peace), Presidentens döttrar (1834; The
President’s Daughters), Nina (1953) and Axel och Anna (1838; Axel
and Anna) – but fails to mention the only existing Czech translation,
suggesting that he did not know about it, which in turn means that
the almanac did not have much of an impact. This and the fact that he
made a comparison to two German writers who were popular at the
time also suggest a continued dependence on the German sources of
information on current literary issues.
Generally, Scandinavian literature gained ground only very slowly in
Czech. This slow onset – driven by the revivalists with cultural aspirations in terms of enriching the Czech literary system with quality and
novelty from abroad – strongly contrasts with the sudden influx of two
popular Swedish female writers: Marie Sophie Schwartz and Emilie
Flygare-Carlén. Their comparably strong presence in book translations
from the Scandinavian languages is self-evident from 1867 to 1875,
while the rest of the Scandinavian literature only started to bloom
towards the end of the 1880s (fig. 1). Although Flygare-Carlén and
Schwartz continued to appear in new translations and re-editions until
1929 in remarkably high numbers, their share in the overall numbers of
translations from the Scandinavian languages into Czech continued to
diminish as the rest of the production kept rising strongly until the peak
in the early 1920s.
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Figure 1: Book-length translations from the Scandinavian languages into
Czech from 1843 until 1930; highlighted translations (including re-editions
and retranslations) of novels by Emilie Flygare-Carlén and Marie Sophie
Schwartz.

Three phases can be identified during which the novels by FlygareCarlén and Schwartz were published in Czech. The first and strongest
started in 1867 and lasted about 10 years. The second phase, with a
number of re-editions and retranslations, stretched across almost two
decades from the mid-1880s until the beginning of the twentieth century. The third phase started right after World War I and the establishment of Czechoslovakia and ran for another 10 years. Here, I will focus
mainly on the first and foundational phase, but I will come back to the
other two phases towards the end of the chapter.
The manner and purpose of publication of Flygare-Carlén and
Schwartz in Czech were rather particular and differed from how and
why other Scandinavian authors became available and influential in
the 1880s and 1890s. The logic is more evident with Flygare-Carlén as
she was published almost entirely by the same publishing entity from
the first translations (1868–1875) until the last one (1929), whereas
Schwartz had as many as five different publishers in the initial period
alone (1867–1876).

late 1860s: schalek returns from france
and publishes schwartz
At around the same time as the obituary of Fredrika Bremer appeared
(1866), the first translations of Marie Sophie Schwartz started to be
published in Czech by Gustav Schalek (1836-1889), the son of Joseph
Schalek (1811-?), the German-speaking Jewish owner of a mid-sized
bookstore based in Prague. Joseph Schalek opened his bookshop in
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central Prague in the 1830s or 1840s, and besides selling books he
ran a private lending library (Leihbibliothek), offering around 26 000
volumes of international literature in German, French, English and Hebrew as well as in Czech in 1855; by 1858, the library had 32 000 books
and 20 000 items of music.15 The vast majority of the books were in
German and only a small fraction in Czech, reflecting not national but
rather commercial considerations.16 The advertisements Schalek commissioned in the German-language newspaper Bohemia and the Czechlanguage newspaper Národní listy (National Papers) from the 1850s
to the 1870s reveal his pragmatic approach, as they are in German,
Czech or Hebrew, depending on the items advertised and the readership targeted.
Joseph Schalek’s first publishing endeavour took place in 1857–1858,
when he published two volumes of Slovak folk tales collected by the
influential Czech author and revivalist Božena Němcová (1820–1862).
Until the mid-1860s, his further publishing activity focused almost
exclusively on music. Yet, the pragmatic approach to business and an
ability to reach the Czech-speaking audience paved the way for the
later publishing business of his son Gustav Schalek, who returned to
Prague from his studies in France in 1865.17 Gustav Schalek was a connoisseur of the contemporary French literature and decided to make
himself visible on the Czech scene. He held a series of public lectures
on the French literature, subsequently published in Národní listy.18 The
reception of his publishing programme, however, was mixed. While the
translation of a novel by Russian V. Krestovsky (pseudonym for Nadezhda Khvoshchinskaya, 1824–1889) published in 1868 was received
relatively well, the novels by Marie Sophie Schwartz, the cornerstone of
Schalek’s publishing endeavours (fig. 2), were labelled as trash literature
from the very outset.19 In 1870, Gustav Schalek was already branded as
a foreign (non-Czech) publisher who originally had good intentions “to
extensively disseminate decent novels and extricate our people from the
hands of Mr. Bensinger [another non-Czech trash literature publisher],
but unfortunately made a wrong choice and landed in the very same
footsteps as Messrs Bensinger, Steinhauser, Karafiat [and many more
trash literature publishers].”20
There is no evidence as to why Schalek chose Schwartz as his key
author. He might have thoroughly researched the contemporary book
market matching the data from his bookstore and lending library in
German with the authors already available in Czech. It is hard to tell
whether he made a good pick market-wise, as there are no sales figures
available. The fact is that he had stopped publishing Schwartz by 1872,
and his later publishing activity was unsubstantial, proving the pro94

Year of
publication

Author

Title

Translator

Publisher
on the title page

1867

Marie Sophie
Schwartz

Urozený pán a žena
z lidu [=Mannen av
börd och kvinnan
av folket]

Vojtěch Vrána

Gustav Schalek

1868

Marie Sophie
Schwartz

Práce šlechtí [=Arbetet adlar mannen]

Vojtěch Vrána

Gustav Schalek

1868

V. Krestovský

Petrohradské peleše
[=Peterburgskie
trushchoby]

n/a

Gustav Schalek

1869

E. Marlitt

Tajemství staré panny [=Das Geheimnis
der alten Mamsell]

Fr. L. Čížek

Jos. Schalek

1870-71

Marie Sophie
Schwartz

Dcera šlechticova
[=Ädlingens dotter]

Fr. L. Čížek

Nákladem Schalkova kněhkupectví [=Published
by Schalek’s
Bookstore]

1871-72

Marie Sophie
Schwartz

Urozenost a vzdělanost [=Börd och
bildning]

Fr. L. Čížek

Nákladem Schalkova kněhkupectví

1877

Xavier de
Montépin

Krvavé truchlohry
aneb oběti zločincův
[=Les tragédies de
Paris]

n/a

Jos. Schalek

1884

Marie Sophie
Schwartz

Urozený pán a žena
z lidu

Vojtěch Vrána

Gustav Schalek

Figure 2: Fiction books published by Joseph and Gustav Schalek from 1867.

phetic words of the above-cited 1870 critic: “Soon, he will find out that
like other publishers of trash literature, he will become useless to us.”21
Schalek probably found out that publishing and selling books in Czech
was far more difficult and less lucrative than he might have expected.
Print runs were generally much smaller than in the German market,
and distribution was difficult. Moreover, in order to break through and
reach the relatively poor Czech audiences, the prices of books in Czech
were lower than those of exactly the same books in German. Unlike in
the first half of the nineteenth century, however, the demand for books
in Czech was growing rapidly as the Czech-speaking population benefited from the Czech social emancipation and a better Czech-language
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education. The proportion of Czech readership was also growing, as
Czech was a majority language of those social strata from which most
new regular readers would come as of the 1860s. Finally, the bilingualism of the Czech intelligentsia was gradually shrinking and – especially
in Prague – the importance of the German book market was in decline.22 The negative reception of his publishing activities, the decline of
interest in his key bookselling business and the growing competition in
the Czech book market were probably some of the reasons why Schalek
stopped publishing the Czech translations of Schwartz, the sales figures
of which we know nothing. The German profile of Schalek’s business
may have contributed to the lack of success in publishing books in
Czech as Schwartz was soon taken over by František Šimáček. Schalek
– equally soon – merged with another German-language bookseller
with the new label Schalek & Wetzler, and his visibility and importance
soon waned.

late 1860s and early 1870s: šimáček serialises
flygare-carlén for a purpose
In 1868, one year after Schwartz’s first novel was translated into Czech,
novels of her compatriot Emilie Flygare-Carlén started to appear as a
series in Posel z Prahy (The Prague Messenger, 1857–1883), a Czech
newspaper.23 Owned by František Šimáček (1834–1885), the periodical
was regarded as “a special newspaper for the general public, a newspaper that on the one hand would use popular fiction to attract the widest
reading circles, and on the other hand would pursue a more profound
programme of its own, that is, to arouse people’s interest and eagerness
to improve business and education.”24 Unlike Schwartz, Flygare-Carlén
was included in a distinctively Czech publishing project with a nonliterary aspiration to enlighten the Czech society. This did not secure a
warmer reception, however.
An advertisement for the Prague Messenger published in the
Světozor journal in 1869 described the main task of the newspaper, the
subscription system and the nature of its supplements.25 The newspaper
was targeted at “citizens [interested in] politics, public administration,
arable farming, household and national economy”26 as well as credit
unions and elected local bodies. The publishing frequency was three
times a week (later daily). It featured two kinds of free supplements for
subscribers. Once a week, it included a four-page supplement called
Národní hospodář (National Business-Keeper), and every issue of the
newspaper included one half-quire of a novel (two unbound sheets
making eight pages). Readers could collect the unbound supplements to
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eventually form a stand-alone volume. If the reader lacked some of the
half-quires, it was possible to order these separately for a modest fee.
It was also possible to buy a complete volume as soon as the series had
been published in its entirety. The pace of publishing was swift: The
project started in 1868 and by the time the advertisement appeared in
1869, three novels had been published and the third part of the fourth
novel was on the way. Interestingly, as many as three of the four novels
were by Flygare-Carlén, and the fourth was a translation from French
of a short novel by Eugène Ducom.27
In fact, the serialised novels were given away for free to subscribers of the newspaper. The supplement was merely supposed to attract
readers that otherwise might have been reluctant to subscribe to a
newspaper with a distinctly economic and practical agenda. Such a
practice was not exceptional. By that time fiction – and especially the
novels – had become the driving force behind the sales of newspapers
and magazines for the Czech-speaking masses.28
To immediately attract and retain subscribers, Šimáček needed to
make a safe bet when choosing the content of the literary supplement.
The last thing he would do was experiment with finding new literary
forms and new authors like more established publishers and editors
could do. Although he had no direct access to the sales figures for
books in German on the Czech market on par with Schalek, his choice
of a similarly positioned author may suggest that the good reception of
both Schwartz and Flygare-Carlén among the German-speaking readership in the Czech lands was common knowledge, and the choices of
both publishers were very pragmatic. To support their choices, both
publishers might have considered the success of Flygare-Carlén and
Schwartz in neighbouring Germany, where they were published in
large print runs by several different publishers as well as a translation
factory, Franchk’sche Verlagshandlung.
Šimáček seems to have been fascinated by the potential of FlygareCarlén as an author from another small nation, thinking that Czechs
might have a more genuine interest in her work than in the work of
German or English authors he might publish. He made attempts to
arouse curiosity in her work by arguing that her writing had a Czech
spirit and comparing her to the best Czech authors. Paradoxically, this
made the translation project redundant from a systemic point of view:
Why should one import a piece of literature that does not bring anything special and new to the receiving system? In two consecutive issues
of the Prague Messenger from October 1875, a long article appeared on
the work and life of Emilie Flygare-Carlén praising her novels:
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[…] no other nation can take pride in their rich and wonderful literature for the family circle as much as the Swedes can. The works
by [Emilie] Flygare-Carlén, [Fredrika] Bremer and [Marie Sophie]
Schwartz, their leading female novelists, have been translated into
nearly all European languages. […] The Swedish are actually very
much like us, especially with regard to family literature. The writings by Flygare-Carlén in particular appear to stem from the Czech
spirit and are as popular in the Czech translation as the work of the
best Czech male and female authors. In every respect, they are better than the products of the French and German literatures which
the speculation [of publishers] has all too overwhelmingly flooded
us with – unfortunately – offering a poor selection.29
Šimáček made it very clear that making Flygare-Carlén available in
Czech was not a matter of speculation and poor selection, practised by
other publishers. This was an obvious attempt to show he did not offer
trash literature and was not supposed to be labelled as a trash literature
publisher – which was the case of Schalek, for instance. In the 1870s,
the issue of low-brow literature flooding the Czech book market became a heated topic. In the wake of the Panic of 1873, a major financial
crisis triggering a depression in Europe, the financial situation in the
Czech lands deteriorated, driving people away from expensive books.
Publishers tried to compensate for the loss and started to publish more
and more cheap, low-brow entertaining literature. This practice was
met with fury by Czech intellectuals and critics as it undermined the
general enlightenment project that the Czech-language literature was a
part of, resulting in a pamphlet titled “In favour of the Czech reading”
signed by 132 Czech politicians, scientists, journalists and writers in
1885.30 Šimáček obviously did not consider Flygare-Carlén trash literature. Or at least he kept a poker face in the promotion article so as not
to jeopardise his business plan.
In fact, the two-part praise of the author was followed by an advertisement in the subsequent issue of the newspaper. 31 It offered a 50
percent discount on novels by Flygare-Carlén that had been previously
published as a series in The Prague Messenger as well as new (nonserialised) translation of Flygare-Carlén from the same year. All the
advertised books were supposedly published by the printer of Šimáček’s
newspaper and journal, not by Šimáček himself. The praise, published
over a year after Šimáček stopped publishing Flygare-Carlén in his
newspaper, thus served as an introduction to a rather complex and
well-designed advertising campaign with the purpose of selling out the
stock and a new (non-serialised) translation.
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In the course of six years (1868–1873), Šimáček published 22 novels
by Flygare-Carlén (16 first editions, 6 re-editions). During these years,
he published only one novel by a different author. In 1874, however,
he stopped publishing Flygare-Carlén and published four novels, by E.
M. Braddon, Ruppius Ot, Marie Sophie Schwartz, and Wilkie Collins.
Two of the novels were written by and for women: one by E. M. Braddon, published by several publishers of the time, and one by Schwartz,
already abandoned by Schalek. But he also published two suspension
and sensational novels, a genre that was getting highly popular at the
time, much to the critics’ displeasure. Afterwards, he quickly ceased
publishing literature altogether in the Prague Messenger, perhaps to
avoid cannibalising another publishing project of his with distinctive
social ambitions, another project that also featured both Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz.

1870s: the edition of entertainment
and knowledge
As of 1872, František Šimáček supported a new book series named
Libuše: Matice zábavy a vědění (1872–1918, 1922–1935; Libuše: The
Edition of Entertainment and Knowledge ) targeted at female readers.
The project, under the auspices of the homonymous Libuše Charity, was initiated and originally run by his wife, Ludmila Šimáčková
(1844–1879), but was eventually fully incorporated into Šimáček’s
publishing business after about two decades.32 The goal of the Charity
was to “publish books in the Czech languages of noble content for the
family circle and to curb the publication and dissemination of books
of defective content that are being brought to us from devious foreign
sources.”33 Such a programme was in line with the above-mentioned
criticism of Schalek’s publishing, with Šimáček’s later argumentation
that was supposed to place Flygare-Carlén well above the despised
trash literature, and also in line with the contemporary critical attitudes
in the Czech society.
Ludmila Šimáčková was an industrious woman interested in promoting the economic emancipation of women. Her approach to the
enlightening of the Czech society was similar to her husband’s, yet
while Šimáček focused on providing general information on business
and finance, Šimáčková targeted the position of women in the society. She regarded women as full members of the society and wanted
them to play an active role in the emancipation of the Czech nation.
For example, she ran the first shop with sewing machines in Bohemia,
as sewing was regarded as one of the easier ways that unfavourably
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situated women lacking education and family support might have to
make their living. Notably, the first volume published at Libuše was a
programmatic collection of essays written by Šimáčková herself.34
In the book, Šimáčková gathered biographical profiles of women of
outstanding achievements beyond the family circle. In an introductory
note, she opened with the popular opinion that the natural centre of
gravity for a woman is her family. Yet, she quickly added that “not every one of our gender is so lucky as to find her place in a family” and for
a variety of reasons some women “wish to have an independent position
in the society.”35 The biographies were supposed to, on the one hand,
provide evidence that women can do the same work as men and, on the
other hand, “encourage their peers to similar activity and also make
everyone aware that our talent, capacity and determination can bring
us, women, further than we have been so far.”36 While a great majority of examples were taken from Anglo-American contexts, about half
of the articles were about women associated with healthcare: Florence
Nightingale, Clemence Lozier, Harriot Hunt and Emily Blackwell. The
other half included women active in a variety of fields, such as women’s
rights activist and educationalist Emma Willard, translator and linguist
Elizabeth Smith, historian Catharine Macaulay, painter Fanny Corbaux
and sculptor Harriet Hosmer. A decent amount of space was dedicated
to Emily Faithfull, an English women’s rights activist and – importantly
for Šimáčková – publisher and founder of a printing establishment that
employed women exclusively. Devoted to the publishing of “popular,
cheap books that would help attract the public’s attention to the farreaching social changes”37 that were taking place and a monthly “dedicated to women’s issues”,38 she might have been an obvious source of
inspiration for Šimáčková. It should not go unnoticed that Šimáčková’s
programmatic volume closes with a one-page advertisement for novels by “the famous Swedish author Emilie Flygare-Carlén” that were
available in stock at the printer of the Libuše series;39 these were the
same novels originally available quire by quire in Šimáček’s newspaper,
printed by the very same printer. The advertisement only reinforces the
evidence of a strong economic bond between Šimáček’s newspaper and
the Libuše publishing project that was long presented as an enlightenment endeavour of the independent Libuše Charity.
The early profile of the Libuše Edition shows a heavy reliance on
the traditional and established female authors for women (fig. 3). Out
of 15 novels published between 1872 and 1876, nearly two-thirds are
by authors already available in Czech. With one exception, all novels
are translations, with almost half written by Swedish authors Fredrika
Bremer (one novel, the only dedicated volume by Bremer in Czech),
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Year of
Publication

Original
Language

Author

Title

1872

Czech

Františka Šimáčková

Vynikající ženy mimo rodinný kruh
(=Outstanding Women beyond the
Family Circle)

1872

Swedish

Marie Sophie Schwartz

Dvě matky (=Tvenne familjemödrar)

1872

English

Maria Susanna Cummins

Lampářova schovanka (=The
Lamplighter)

1872

Czech

Věnceslava Lužická

Johana z Rožmitála (=Johana of
Rožmitál)

1872

Swedish

Fredrika Bremer

Rodina a její starosti (=Hemmet,
eller familjesorger och fröjder)

1873

German

Ottilie Wildermuth

Ze života ženského (=Aus dem
Frauenleben)

1873

Swedish

Marie Sophie Schwartz

Vdova a její děti (=Änkan och
hennes barn)

1873

Swedish

Emilie Flygare-Carlén

Svěřenský statek (=Fidiekommisset)

1874

Swedish

Marie Sophie Schwartz

Ten pravý (=Den rätta)

1874

French

Fanny Reybaud

Slečna z Malpeiru (=Mademoiselle
de Malepeire)

1874

English

M. E. Braddon

Jindřich Dunbar (=Henry Dunbar)

1875

English

Mary Mallock (?)

Šlechetný život (=?)

1875

Swedish

Emilie Flygare-Carlén

Skjutský hoch (=Skjutsgossen)

1875

English

Charlotte Brontë

Jane Eyre

1876

English

Wilkie Collins

Hrobové tajemství (=The Dead
Secret)

1876

Swedish

Marie Sophie Schwartz

Emancipační horečka (=Emancipationswurmen)

Figure 3: Books published at Libuše Edition from 1872 until 1876.

Emilie Flygare-Carlén (2 novels) and Marie Sophie Schwartz (4 novels;
see fig. 4).
When the Edition was announced in January 1872, including the
initial target number of subscribers (20 000) and the first novel (a
novel by Schwartz), it was met with tough criticism.40 Josef Durdík,
a renowned contemporary author, wrote an extensive essay discussing the relevance of aims of the edition for the Czech readership. He
strongly opposed translating Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz into Czech:
“What will it help if 20 000 copies of [a novel by Schwartz] will be
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distributed across Bohemia?”41 Both authors were already available in
German in lending libraries, their books did not meet the “respectable”
enlightenment goals of the Edition and, moreover, publishing these
authors would paralyse the Edition leaving little place for better works
(such as works by Walter Scott, Charles Dickens and George Sand).42
He warned that if Libuše did not keep its promise of quality enlightenment literature and published the same authors as “foreign companies”
(meaning German-run companies such as Schalek’s), it would attract
the attention of the same readership, but it would lose the readers again
as soon as they found out that there was no added value.43 Durdík’s
judgements were prophetic, yet he obviously did not make much of an
impact on the Edition’s actual profile in the coming years.
Thematically, a vast proportion of the novels focused on women
making their way through life. The issue of industrious women active
beyond the traditional family scheme – highlighted in Šimáčková’s
own pamphlet – is strikingly absent in most of the publications. With
some exceptions, the novels tend to focus on a narrative that depicted
women suffering and struggling through their life while young and/or
unmarried, either by a twist of fate or by their own choice. Although
a good deal of social criticism – such as the privileges of the nobility
and lack of choice and social mobility for women – is often included
in the novels, the overall message is often that of reconciliation as
soon as a woman gets happily married. Actually, the last novel by
Schwartz published in the Libuše Edition had women’s emancipation
as the key topic, as also suggested in the title: Emancipationsvurmen (1860; Emancipation Frenzy). It follows three women, each of
whom in her own way transgresses the traditional feminine role. Yet,
the Czech translator probably thought some of the key utterances on
women’s emancipation were far too cautious and blurred and made
them deliberately more overt and explicit.44 These changes, however,
could not undo the overall paradigm showing that all three bold and
subversive female behaviours lead into blind alleys and revealing the
underlying irony of the novel reflected in the title. As every frenzy is
an emotional exaggeration, a momentary outburst of irrationality, so
are the depicted ways of emancipation far from bold or brave; they
are just hyperbolic and ridiculous and lead nowhere. By making the
ideas more overt, the translator suggested that the novel did not make
a strong enough case for the emancipation of women and was perhaps
not fulfilling the expectations of the contemporary Czech society, and
especially of the intended readership of the Edition.
The contemporary reception of the Libuše Edition, and FlygareCarlén in particular, only confirms that some notable critics perceived
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Swedish

English

German

French

Czech

Figure 4: The distribution of the source languages (including Czech originals)
of books published at Libuše from 1872 until 1876. Swedish originals
highlighted.

the novels as outdated for the contemporary Czech female readership and not in line with the original intentions of the Edition. The
critical reception differs greatly from the informative and persuasive
articles published both in Šimáček’s newspaper and the advertisement
in Šimáčková’s book. In 1877, the Libuše Edition stopped publishing
translations and focused solely on original Czech production. On this
occasion, Eliška Krásnohorská (1847–1926), an influential female poet,
writer, translator and promoter of women’s rights, published a short
essay in Ženské listy (1873–1926; Female Papers), perhaps the most influential critical magazine for female readers of the time. She discussed
the profile of the Edition, which was originally supposed to exercise
its influence as a provider as affordable books in “the cities where the
Czech language has been pushed aside as a family language due to the
Germanising fashions.”45
She began by condemning the very idea of the Czech translation of
Flygare-Carlén and novels by similar authors included in the Edition:
Let us have a look at those translations. Flygare-Carlén and the
other ones – surely famous names and their writings still attract
much attention. But how do these translations help to fulfil the
aims of Libuše? […] Those Germanising families have already borrowed them from libraries and read them in German translation a
long time ago, and the Czech female readers do not get any added
value if they read this par excellence library book in German translation or in such a wrong and poor Czech rendering.46
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The national emancipation and enlightenment was a major argument
for Krásnohorská. She pointed out that even “Germans, who have no
worries about the national existence, have long labelled these spoilt
novels as ‘Theetischromane’ [tea table novels].”47 Any Czech book edition targeted at the young and poor must bring “the purest, truest and
most inherent [books] that can immediately provide them with intellectual benefit and enlightenment.”48 She went on by focusing on the
ideological profile of the novels, and she strictly opposed the idea (put
forward by Šimáček) that the Swedish and Czech societies and peoples
(“spirit” in Šimáček’s language) have much in common and that the
novels portray situations, people and issues familiar and important to
the contemporary Czech reader:
Our nation needs something other than a depiction of comfortable
family life of more fortunate nations, a life that only in spiritually
stagnant and materially well off circles has retained such patriarchality that was generally valid in the times of Flygare-Carlén’s writing,
but has taken so many different and new directions since then; we
need a different attitude than to sit in the warmth of the hearth and
home, swiftly and smartly discussing the ups and downs of life, or
to show silent and timidly one-sided virtues of family life like in a
polished shop window, a painful fallacy that would break into pieces under the pressure or more powerful mysteries of our national
struggle, our civic responsibilities, our materially convoluted social
conditions, our needs for progress in the families and – finally – the
transformed and expanded responsibilities that women of our times
take upon themselves while making their own living, a girl struggling all alone for her life-long needs, fighting for her life without
any family support, fighting for her good name, for her decency as a
worker, as a clerk, as any man does in a similar position.49
In Krásnohorská’s view, not only were the ideas in the works by
Flygare-Carlén outdated, they were also rooted in a radically different
social and national situation: Swedes had their own country while the
Czechs had to strive for their national emancipation, and the Czechlanguage literature was part of that endeavour. Life, as depicted in
the Swedish novels, had little to do with the Czech reality. Moreover,
the novels – as the author interpreted them for her purpose – failed
to address any issues relevant to the contemporary emancipated single
Czech woman struggling to stand on her feet without any family support. Arguably, some novels by Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz target
these issues, but the author did not take this into account, either be104

cause these were not the most translated and popular ones, or because
the author did not see the case put strongly enough, or she was not
familiar with them. Anyway, the message of the article – published in
1877 – was clear: It hailed a new era of the Libuše Edition that promised to stop publishing translations and start a distinctly Czech national
programme, making a strong case for the Czech language, women and
the poor.
The initial print run of the Edition was about 20 000 copies, or the
target was 20 000 subscribers, while about a half of the print run was
eventually sold.50 The number of subscribers, however, fell to roughly
3000 by 1876. The consistent decline in sales in the initial years can
be attributed to several factors. One of them was the Panic of 1873
that hit all sales of literature. Most importantly, however, there was
harsh competition in the field of the cheap genre literature that the
Libuše Edition published despite its original aspirations, as Durdík had
warned, which made it difficult for the Edition to target its audience.
In 1876, the decision was taken to stop publishing translations and to
start afresh, focusing on original Czech literature. New editors were
hired, and the Libuše Edition became one of the most respected endeavours of its kind, with a distinctly Czech profile and without Swedish female authors. The new strategy – welcomed heartily by Krásnohorská
in her 1877 article – proved right as the number of subscribers climbed
to over 9000 by 1885.

1870s: flygare-carlén faces
the emancipation of czech women
The overall rejection of Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz by Czech critics
was, among other things, a matter of timing, framing and presentation. In the 1870s, the discourse of national and especially gender
emancipation was far too advanced to accept the worldview depicted
in the novels that might have been met with curiosity some three decades earlier when such translations could have been regarded as yet
another contribution to the practical usage of the Czech language. The
language-oriented national movement of the first half of the nineteenth
century, however, quickly turned into a political struggle for extended
national freedoms and eventually suffered two major setbacks. Firstly,
there was the defeat of the revolution of 1848 and the establishment of
a neo-absolutist regime in Austria that lasted for a decade and involved
severe anti-Czech policies, such as Germanisation of schools, censorship and a large number of political imprisonments. Secondly, in the
wake of the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 – establishing the
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dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary – the Czechs hoped for a similar
compromise leading to greater Czech independence within the monarchy, but their claims were eventually turned down. Flygare-Carlén’s
Czech publisher, František Šimáček, was imprisoned twice for printing
offences in the Prague Messenger, in 1862 and 1868. The link between
historical events and cultural production was strong in the Habsburg
Monarchy as a whole, yet it is especially evident in the growth of publications in Slavic languages and in Czech in particular.51
While the Czechs found it difficult to formulate a coherent national
political agenda, they stood united with regard to the Czech cultural
emancipation and social enlightenment, and women were there to
help with the national project. Unlike in other European countries,
such as France and the UK, the Czech national and gender emancipation went hand in hand.52 Czech women perceived the Czech national
emancipation within the Austrian – later Austro-Hungarian – Empire
as an important stepping stone on their path to gender emancipation.53
Women’s emancipation was not a radical project in the Czech lands,
and it did not involve a radical separation from men. Rather, throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, Czech women’s emancipation had two distinctive features: the promotion of education and
cooperation with men, both for the sake of the Czech nation.54
To organise and promote their activities, women started their associations. While some date back to the pre-1848 era, it was not until the
1860s and 1870s that their activities became visible and had a lasting
impact. It happened after the neo-absolutist regime was abandoned,
and especially after a law was adopted in Austria in 1867 permitting
women to establish such associations officially (no political goals were
allowed, though).55 In the 1860s, the American Ladies Club (Americký
klub dam) was founded by Vojta Náprstek (actually a man), a philanthropist who spent over a decade in exile in the US and was strongly
influenced by the US tradition of associations and charitable organisations.56 Although the Club was rather exclusive and one had to be invited to join, it gradually included thousands of women from the higher
social rank in Prague and beyond, who could afford to spend time and
money on its intellectual, philanthropic and social events. In 1871, the
Czech Female Production Association was founded. While the Club
helped to inform the discussion and to establish the key topic of the
Czech female emancipation, i.e. education, the Production Association
was there to put ideas into practice.
The kind of education the Czech Female Production Association had
in mind was to make it possible for women to make their own living.
It was a response to two major issues of the time. One was related to
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the longstanding existential problems widows and unmarried women
had to face. The other concerned the vast social changes that had taken
place. The 1850s, 1860s and until the 1873 Vienna stock market crash,
or the Gründerzeit years, saw massive industrialisation and an economic
boom in Central Europe, bringing tectonic social changes, including a
change in the status of women, who gained far wider possibilities to
find employment beyond the traditional rural and family settings. In line
with these changes, the Production Association and the core activities
for the promotion of female education focused on practical skills, such
as sewing and other handicrafts, as well as healthcare and teaching.
It was this practical approach to education and to the role of a
woman in the changing social and economic environment that Krásnohorská had in mind when she argued that novels by Flygare-Carlén
and Schwartz were of no use for the readership of the Libuše Edition.
While Šimáčková outlined a similar approach in her programmatic
introductory volume of biographies, the actual publishing profile was
a betrayal of ideals. The characters, stories and settings in the novels
did not match the Czech situation and practice and had little potential
to show a positive example. The critics of the Libuše Edition – both
Durdík and Krásnohorská – expected a rather utilitarian approach
from the editor of the series: the literature was supposed to educate
both in terms of language and social pattern, while the overall aesthetic
qualities were secondary. They took into account the intended poor
rural and small-town female readership of the Edition as promoted by
Šimáčková, and it was this particular framing of Flygare-Carlén and
Schwartz that made critics dissatisfied. They would have preferred a
more trendsetting and problem-solving fiction and non-fiction for such
a progressive series. Krásnohorská herself was actually a translator too,
and her projects included some of the most ambitious endeavours of
the time; she translated some of the greatest national poets, such as
Adam Mickiewicz, Alexander Pushkin and George Gordon Byron, to
prove the possibilities of the Czech language and the greatness of the
Czech culture.57 But she was not an elitist and did not oppose literature
that was not high-brow. Besides poetry, ambitious translation projects
or opera librettos, she wrote a popular series of novels for young female readers. In her view, there was no need to translate easy reading
as Czechs could write better using mother tongue (the linguistic quality
of the novel translations was often criticised as poor) and closer to the
expectations and supposed needs of the Czech female reader.
The conflicting ideas about the intentions and practice of the Libuše
Edition – and the necessity and purpose of translating Flygare-Carlén
and Schwartz into Czech – reflected a growing disagreement within the
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women’s movement concerning women’s role in the society. The prevailing model throughout the nineteenth century in the Czech lands was
that of a good housewife and mother.58 Such a model, however, was
impossible to achieve for about 80 percent (the share of the lower strata
of the society) of the Czech female population. It was feasible for less
than 20 percent of women (the middle class), and the share actually
diminished due to the process of industrialisation in the second half of
the nineteenth century.59 Yet, this model was promoted by many leading
figures of the women’s associations, such as Věnceslava Lužická (18321920), author of a large number of novels for girls and young women
and a member of the American Ladies Club, alongside Šimáčková and
Krásnohorská, and of the Production Association (chaired by Krásnohorská since 1873).60 One of Lužická’s novels also appeared in the
Libuše Edition, the inclusion of which was criticised by Krásnohorská.
Even though rivalries between the associations and their members were
significantly mitigated due to the mutual interdependence of the association (women were usually members of multiple associations at the same
time) and the general attitude of demonstrating the unity of the Czech
national struggle, the antipathy between Lužická and Krásnohorská was
an open secret.61 For a conservative Catholic such as Lužická, practical
female education was the last resort for the widowed and unmarried.
Krásnohorská, on the other hand, was more progressive, perhaps
with her finger more accurately on the pulse of the time. She saw practical education as a stepping stone in a struggle for greater independence of women, and she pushed through the establishment of a girls’
grammar school in Prague in 1890 (the first of its kind in Austria),
paving the way for university education for women. Yet, surprisingly,
on the occasion of Lužická’s 65th birthday in 1897, Krásnohorská wrote
an article about her work. She praised her novels for their “accessible
and distinctive tone of narration, and their capacity to adapt to female
readers who enjoy the novels, and playfully convey opinions that are
morally correct, pure and noble.”62 Moreover, Krásnohorská compared
Lužická’s literary style to that of an internationally acclaimed author,
“the famous Frederika Bremer.” She did not compare her to FlygareCarlén, Schwartz or E. Marlitt (Lužická’s actual source of inspiration).
Fredrika Bremer had obviously gained a special status, although not
articulated, and was not lumped together in the clique of the critically
disdained female authors. The conciliatory tone shows respect to a famous person whose views might have proved wrong in the long run,
while at the same time Krásnohorská’s own efforts bore fruit. Also, this
defence was published at a time when a new generation of fierce critics
and authors was ready to show their wit.
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1890s: schwartz and flygare-carlén despised
The 1890s saw an upsurge of interest in literature of all flavours ranging from symbolist and decadent to socially critical, especially among
the young generation. The Scandinavian literatures in particular were
highly popular among students, with authors such as Arne Garborg,
Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson (his socially critical theatre plays), Henrik Ibsen
and August Strindberg.63 The young generation endorsed all new and
ground-breaking ideas and works, and with similar ardour they also
despised anything they perceived as mediocre or outdated. Hence a
severe criticism of Schwartz and Flygare-Carlén from one of the most
influential critics and translators, the key publisher of Moderní revue, a
literary journal with a distinctive fin-de-siècle profile:
And I will go further. To the last chapter of our female literary production. To the foreign one. To translations. These go hand in hand
with the domestic writings. The choice goes for the worst, lowest,
sentimental and sensational garbage. Lewald, Marlitt, Braddon,
Mancini, Schwartz, Flygare-Carlén with complete works. Nothing
else (maybe two or three exceptions). Other women have never
been born. They are not allowed here. When international production by women is introduced here, it seems no one knows about
Emilia Pardo Bazán, Hélène Swarth, Anne Charlotte Leffler [another Swedish female writer, 1849–1892], or Rachilde, for instance,
however strange it might sound. These are neglected, disregarded,
avoided, ignored, and yet, if a translation should do something
for the literature that it is being brought, added, embedded into, it
needs to boil with fresh, pure, lively, healthy blood, to reveal new,
distinctive, strong work, as well as unknown, unseen endeavours,
irritations, ideas, goals. The existing translations can never achieve
this. It is mediocre, ordinary, common, international literature for
old spinsters and spiritual consumptives.64
The emotive analysis was a part of a scathing criticism of a collection
of short stories by Věnceslava Lužická published in the Libuše Edition in 1892. Procházka began his criticism with one particular book,
condemned the literary work of Lužická in its entirety and went on to
criticise all women’s production of Lužická’s generation, claiming that
the whole truth needed to be said out loud about this “great, hopeless,
pitiful nothing.” The analysis of the women’s literature translated into
Czech merely wrapped up the whole context of literature by women
available in the Czech book market. Procházka quickly added that he
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was aware that his criticism would go unnoticed because “friendly benevolence and publishing advertising – in some of the big journals they
call it ‘criticism’ – will laud the books shovelled to the market calmly
and persistently, and the audience will buy, read and keep quiet.”65 In
a slightly less emotive manner, a similar remark was made by another
critic and author, Hubert Gordon Schauer (1862–1892):
In modern literature, or more precisely in the modern book market,
one particular category of the literary industry has gained broad
civil rights – women’s novels. That is not to say that a woman
cannot be a true artist, that she cannot outperform a hundred men;
let us only mention the names of George Sand and George Elliot.
Yet, there are very few such real female novel artists; as a matter of
rule, women are novel manufacturers. I think I will not find much
opposition if I put ever so popular Marlitt in the very same basket,
including Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz, that our publishing circles
have decided to embed into our literature.66
The articles reveal that a growing number of critics had their ideas
about what kind of literature should and should not have been translated into Czech, and that these ideas were not compatible with the
production of a large number of publishers. They also demonstrate a
growing awareness among the authors that the Czech book market
was driven by rules other than those derived from noble ideas, either
aesthetic or educational, linguistic or patriotic.
In the 1890s, Emilie Flygare-Carlén was not received well as a representative of Scandinavian and Swedish literature either. In a review of
August Strindberg’s Giftas (1884−86; Getting Married), published in
Czech in 1894, the anonymous author portrays the outdatedness of the
female novelist in a rich manner:
As far as the Swedish authors are concerned, the sighing FlygareCarlén has been reigning supreme here for so long, with her “The
Hermit”. And she had many readers in Bohemia! […] But times
have changed. […] Mrs. Flygare-Carlén has lost her admirers and
her significance not only here, but also in Sweden, her fatherland.
We can see that from the literature by August Strindberg. Wherever
you can write and publish works such as Strindberg’s, the tearful literature of the Flygare-Carlén cannot rule anymore. In such places,
there must be a different kind of air than what we have got used to
in Flygare-Carlén’s novels, the suffocating mustiness of old castles
or thick odours of mysterious caves.67
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The critic could hardly have chosen a more ironic comparison: FlygareCarlén’s Enslingen på Johannisskäret (1846; The Hermit) and August
Strindberg’s Getting Married. A female novelist of domestic romances
from the first half of the nineteenth century compared to perhaps the
most controversial Swedish author and a piece of fiction of the second
half of the same century. Apart from the obvious and fascinating literary breakthrough, the author actually conceded that Flygare-Carlén
was highly popular among Czech readers. Moreover, the critique
appeared in a newspaper published in the provincial town of Pilsen,
revealing that Flygare-Carlén (as well as Strindberg) was popular and
read beyond the capital city of Prague.

1860s–1890s: schwartz
and flygare-carlén popular
There lies the paradox of Flygare-Carlén and to a lesser extent
Schwartz concerning their diffusion and reception in the Czech lands:
All critics who despised them admitted at the same time that they were
popular and widely read, initially often in German, but more and more
also in Czech, especially in the 1880s and 1890s. Was the popularity of
the Czech translations a natural consequence of the long-lasting availability and popularity of the German renderings? Schalek’s model for
the translations of Schwartz was based on such an assumption. Or was
their success based on publishers’ advertising, marketing campaigns
and the lack of rigorous criticism? Procházka’s scepticism concerning
the “friendly benevolence” of critics suggests such an option, and so
does Šimáček’s aggressive model of giving away Flygare-Carlén’s fiction
as a free supplement and using quasi-informative promotion articles
in his own newspapers. Or were the critics only out of touch while the
publishers had a better idea of what readers were actually interested in,
and the presence of the German translations and publishers’ marketing
simply facilitated a diffusion of the Czech translations that would have
happened anyhow?
In 1882, František Šimáček wrote a letter to Flygare-Carlén and sent
her a collection of her novels in Czech, as required by her Swedish
publisher.68 Not only did he express his great admiration in the letter,
but he also revealed his ideas about her work, why it was important
for the Czech audience and his overall publishing strategy. Importantly, he presented his publishing project as a part of a narrative on
the Czech national movement, he stressed the importance of literature
for the enlightenment of the masses and placed the works of FlygareCarlén in the picture: “I am happy to say also that your works in Czech
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translation have contributed to strengthening our people’s national
awareness and to disseminating noble ideas and all virtues, especially
among women.”69 In his view, the translations were important in terms
of language and gender. The Swedish – that is non-Czech – origin of
the works was not as important for the national movements as the actual target language of Czech as opposed to German. Also, the books
depicted women and their manners in a favourable way. Moreover, he
emphasised that he strove to disseminate the works as much as possible
and even chose cheap paper to make the books affordable for as many
as possible. Interestingly, he stressed her popularity among readers, yet
he did not mention the negative reactions of female critics and promoters of women’s emancipation. Generally, the letter reveals that Šimáček
saw the publishing of Flygare-Carlén in Czech as a national enlightenment project; he was comfortable with the ideas on the role of the
women promoted by the novels and was perhaps somewhat indifferent
to the negative reception. In his eyes, the project was a success.
František Šimáček assessed the popularity of Flygare-Carlén in Czech
correctly. In 1888, the František Šimáček publishing house – no longer
run by František Šimáček, as he had died in 1885 – started to publish
re-editions and retranslations of Flygare-Carlén; retranslations were
not made via German anymore, but from the Swedish originals, especially towards the end of the century when Hugo Kosterka agreed to do
the translations. The works were not published as swiftly as in the first
phase (see fig. 2 above; note that in the second phase there were only a
few translations of Schwartz). Yet, the second phase of Flygare-Carlén
stretched over two decades, thus confirming considerable popularity
and a sustained interest in the author, as no publisher would be likely
to continue to bring to market books that nobody bought.
At least initially, the second phase of editions and retranslations was
perhaps targeted at the very same readers who were already acquainted
with Flygare-Carlén. Less than a year before the first re-edition appeared, an article on Flygare-Carlén was published in a popular magazine owned by the František Šimáček publishing house. It was published
on the occasion of her 80th birthday and described her in glowing terms.
The sentimental and nostalgic lines are especially strong:
One can hardly find any reader of ours who does not know at least
one novel or a story she wrote. […] reading some of her key novels,
you delve into dear memories and the images of familiar characters
come into life, with their stories and fates that you once followed
with compassion and excitement, you see all of these once again
and suddenly find yourself in the times long gone, feeling sheer
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bliss. […] There are greater writers than Emilie Flygare-Carlén,
but who enjoys such popularity, who can demonstrate such a large
readership?70
The article bears some traits of the earlier promotional articles published in Šimáček’s periodicals and it echoes Šimáček’s letter to FlygareCarlén. It is an informative and overtly flattering article. It was soon
followed by the actual publication of her novels and therefore played
the role of an advertisement. Although there is no proof of a direct
correlation between the article and the books, it seems that already the
second phase of Flygare-Carlén’s translations into Czech was linked to
nostalgia. The pragmatism of the editors might have been inspired by
the claims of popularity and large readership and aimed at the very
same readers. Likewise, they might have known the readership well
enough on their own. In any case, some library records reveal that
both Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz were the most popular writers
among Czech readers in certain areas in the 1880s and 1890s, but their
popularity dropped substantially after the turn of the century.71 This
also correlates with the end of the second phase of Flygare-Carlén and
Schwartz in Czech.

nineteenth-century popular writers
enter the twentieth century
In the wake of the establishment of the independent Czechoslovakia
in 1918, Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz started to appear in Czech for
the third time. Flygare-Carlén was once again published by Šimáček,
now merged into the Šolc & Šimáček publishing house, while Schwartz
was published by a newly opened small publishing house owned by
Antonín Dědourek. There is no data available on the books other
than the books themselves. Generally, the publishing industry and the
book market in the new country and after the war austerity years were
experiencing a boom. Old and new publishing houses published large
numbers of titles in order to make themselves visible and gain a market
share, and the actors in the book market each sought their own particular way to survive. The fierce competition drove many publishers out
of business or made them reconsider their publishing lists, and so did
the Great Depression after 1929. This third and last phase of FlygareCarlén and Schwartz in Czech took place in this turbulent decade of
1918–1929. While neither Šolc & Šimáček nor Dědourek went bankrupt, they both perhaps found out there was no longer much interest in
the nineteenth-century popular Swedish female writers and that they
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could not survive on nostalgia. While Dědourek shifted focus to textbooks and other educational literature, the extensive publishing list of
Šolc & Šimáček included – quite ironically with regard to the earlier
criticism of Flygare-Carlén – such authors as Eliška Krásnohorská and
George Sand.
The Czech story of Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz, however, ended
only after World War II. In the wake of the Communist takeover in
Czechoslovakia in 1948, all public libraries were censored and large
numbers of books were removed from circulation for ideological reasons and in order to make space for the new and ideologically more
suitable titles.72 The lists of banned books included those by FlygareCarlén and Schwartz. These lists feature short explanations for the
removal of particular authors and books. Interestingly, the reasons for
removing the Swedish popular authors were almost identical to those
explaining why Krásnohorská, Durdík, Schauer or Procházka despised
them: Flygare-Carlén was “outdated sentimental literature” while
Schwartz was simply “outdated literature”.73

by way of conclusion
For the Czech reception of Bremer, Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz in the
second half of the nineteenth century, the actual framing of the publishing event seems to be of outstanding importance. The personality of
the publisher, the publishing list and the promoted intentions of the
publishing event framed the individual novel in a particular way, raising particular expectations and triggering particular critical reactions.
The criticism often grouped authors into categories, and once an author was labelled as a writer of trash literature, that author’s inclusion
on a publishing list could easily destroy the reputation of the publisher,
relegating it to the disrespected group of trash literature publishers.
Based on the critics cited here, the translated trash literature list included Emilie Flygare-Carlén, Marie Sophie Schwartz, E. Marlitt, Fanny
Lewald, Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Grazia Pierantoni Mancini.
Both Schalek’s publishing house and the Libuše Edition suffered from
the dissemination of Schwartz and Flygare-Carlén. Initially, Schalek
strived to position himself as a literary connoisseur and publisher of
quality literature. Nonetheless, as soon as he published Schwartz,
he was labelled a trash literature publisher on par with others who
brought a range of entertaining literature – including sensational novels
or novels for women – to the Czech book market. This contributed
to his decline as a publisher. The Libuše Edition had to dramatically
change the list of authors published, exclude all authors labelled as
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writers of trash literature, and eventually exclude all translated literature in order to shake off the negative criticism and regain a favourable
position in the literary system.
Based on their inclusion in the Libuše Edition – intended for female
readership – Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz were also categorised as
authors of trash-literature-for-women, a more specific trash literature
category. This reinforced their rejection, closely related to the Czech
national project. Trash literature in general was supposedly no good
for the Czech literary system. Trash literature by and for women was
considered disastrous for the enlightenment of the Czech woman and
for the emancipation project, including both the emancipation of
women and the nation. The non-Czech, translated nature of the novels
only made things worse.
Fredrika Bremer was not on the trash literature list. Except for one
early article in Czech where Flygare-Carlén was deemed superior to
Bremer, she enjoyed a good reputation. Still, Bremer never appeared
on a list of top international female writers either (a list that included
George Sand, George Eliot, Emilia Pardo Bazán, Hélène Swarth, Anne
Charlotte Leffler, Rachilde), yet her name bore positive connotations. It
is hard to say whether such an attitude was based on the literary qualities of Bremer vis-à-vis Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz or instead on the
fact that the two more popular writers might have been downgraded by
the utilitarian and feverish publishing and marketing processes. In any
case, no Czech publisher ever used Bremer in order to attract a large
readership or make money despite the fact that she was a well-known
writer: only two of her works were translated into Czech, one of them
well hidden in a forgotten almanac.
The popularity of Flygare-Carlén and Schwartz in Czech is most
visible due to the multiple translations, re-editions and retranslations
that reach across several decades – although the twentieth-century editions attracted no attention and did not enter the critical discourse. It
is also reflected in the library records and in disapproving critiques that
admit – directly or indirectly – their popularity. The actual experience
of the readers, their ephemeral enjoyment and personal reception of
the novels remains – regrettably – unknown. Yet, a tiny remark written
by a shaking hand on the last page of a novel may reveal that the book
was “very nice” (fig.5).
One thing is certain: While the confrontation of critics and publishers over the importance of the female authors for the language, women,
nation and humankind is well preserved for our study due to their
eloquence as well as their will and power to make their message and
opinion visible, the actual readers remain invisible to us. Yet, we tend
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Figure 5. Reader’s handwritten comment (“Very nice!”) in Emilie FlygareCarlén: Rozmarná žena. [En nyckfull qvinna], Posel z Prahy, Praha 1873.
(This copy in author’s possession).
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to interpret the importance of the authors and their books through the
magnifying glass of the articles and utterances scattered across books,
newspapers, journals and archives. Very often, both of Flygare-Carlén
and Schwartz appear as tools of the trade used both by publishers, literary critics, revivalists and many more to attract attention, make money,
fight for one’s cause. Very little were they treated as people of letters,
authors of works of art – books to be enjoyed by the widest public. The
way their novels are referred to suggest limited interest in or knowledge
of the actual stories the Swedish authors had to tell. Although the statistical evidence based on publishing lists and library loans may give
us an idea of how popular the novels were, we know extremely little
about the readers’ individual backgrounds nor of the immersive feelings, remindings, perceptions or ideas they entertained while reading
the books in the late nineteenth century, as they have gone unnoticed
and remain silent.
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